
Inspired by the teaching and example of Jesus Christ, and in communion with the diocesan and universal 

church, we the members of St. Jude the Apostle Church are called to give witness by our commitment to the 

ministries of service, word and worship.  We strive to be a community that welcomes all, and that challenges 

our members to grow in the likeness of Jesus Christ as we work with Him to continue his mission. 
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ND
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Epiphany of the Lord 

CLERGY 

Rev. John J. Detisch Pastor | 

detisch@stjudeapos.org 

Rev. T. Shane Mathew 

Weekend Assistant 

Deacon Richard Brogdon 

Deacon Assistant | 

rcb@stjudeapos.org 

 

 

  

 

Parish Lay Staff 

Jennifer Hudson Admin.  Assist. | 

secretary@stjudeapos.org 

Catherine Evans Director of Finance  

finance@stjudeapos.org 

Jesse Spanogle Director of Faith 

Formation & Parish Ministries | 

saintjudeym@gmail.com 

Michael & Kelli DeSanctis RCIA & 

Adult Formation Coords. | 

desanctisreligiousartstudio 

@gmail.com 

Sara Comi Faith Formation Coord. | 

religioused.youth@stjudeapos.org 

Chris McAdams Director of Facilities    

cmcadams@stjudeapos.org  

Bruce & Trisha Yates Music Ministry     

byates6482@gmail.com 

Devon Yates | Accompanist 

  

 

 

 

Mass & Confession Times 

Weekend Masses: 

Saturday evening: 4:30 p.m. 

Sunday: 7:30, 9:00, and 10:30 a.m. 

Weekday Masses: 

Tue: 6:30 p.m. | Wed: 8:00 a.m. 

Thu: 8:00a.m. | Fri: 8:00 a.m. 

Holy Day Masses 

Please refer to the bulletin for times 

Reconciliation: 

Saturday: 3:30-4:00 p.m. 
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MESSAGE OF HIS HOLINESS POPE FRANCIS |  

FOR THE CELEBRATION OF THE, 55TH WORLD DAY OF PEACE  

“Dialogue Between Generations, Education and Work:  

Tools for Building Lasting Peace” 

 

“How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of 

the messenger who announces peace” (Is 52:7).   

 The words of the prophet Isaiah speak of               

consolation; they voice the sigh of relief of a people in 

exile, weary of violence and oppression, exposed to 

indignity and death. The prophet Baruch had                   

wondered: “Why is it, O Israel, why is it that you are in 

the land of your enemies, that you are growing old in 

a foreign country, that you are defiled with the dead, 

that you are counted among those in Hades?” (3:10-11). 

For the people of Israel, the coming of the messenger 

of peace meant the promise of a rebirth from the  

rubble of history, the beginning of a bright future. 

 Today the path of peace, which Saint Paul 

VI called by the new name of integral develop-

ment, remains sadly distant from the real lives of 

many men and women and thus from our human 

family, which is now entirely interconnected. Despite 

numerous efforts aimed at constructive dialogue             

between nations, the deafening noise of war and   

conflict is intensifying. While diseases of pandemic 

proportions are spreading, the effects of climate 

change and environmental degradation are                  

worsening, the tragedy of hunger and thirst is                      

increasing, and an economic model based on                       

individualism rather than on solidary sharing                 

continues to prevail. As in the days of the prophets of 

old, so in our own day the cry of the poor and the cry 

of the earth constantly make themselves heard, 

pleading for justice and peace. 

 In every age, peace is both a gift from on high 

and the fruit of a shared commitment. Indeed, we can 

speak of an “architecture” of peace, to which different 

institutions of society contribute, and an “art” of peace 

that directly involves each one of us. All can work             

together to build a more peaceful world, starting from 

the hearts of individuals and relationships in the                 

family, then within society and with the environment, 

and all the way up to relationships between peoples 

and nations. 

 Here I wish to propose three paths for building 

a lasting peace. First, dialogue between                                    

generations as the basis for the realization of shared 

projects. Second, education as a factor of freedom, 

responsibility and development. Finally, labor  as a 

means for the full realization of human dignity. These 

are three indispensable elements for “making                       

possible the creation of a social covenant”, without 

which every project of peace turns out to be                              

insubstantial. 

 

 Dialogue between generations to build peace 

 In a world still gripped by the pandemic that 

has created untold problems, “some people attempt 

to flee from reality, taking refuge in their own little 

world; others react to it with destructive violence. Yet 

between selfish indifference and violent protest there 

is always another possible option: that of dialogue.     

Dialogue between generations”.  

 All honest dialogue, in addition to a correct 

and positive exchange of views, demands basic trust 

between the participants. We need to learn how to 

regain this mutual trust. The current health crisis has 

increased our sense of isolation and a tendency to self

-absorption. The loneliness of the elderly is matched 

in the young by a sense of helplessness and a lack of a 

shared vision about the future. The crisis has indeed 

been painful, but it has also helped to bring out the 

best in people. Indeed, during the pandemic we                  

encountered generous examples of compassion,   

sharing and solidarity in every part of the world. 

 Dialogue entails listening to one another,  

sharing different views, coming to agreement and 

walking together. Promoting such dialogue between 

generations involves breaking up the hard and barren 

soil of conflict and indifference in order to sow the 

seeds of a lasting and shared peace. 

 Although technological and economic                          

development has tended to create a divide between 

generations, our current crises show the urgent need 

for an intergenerational partnership. Young people 

need the wisdom and experience of the elderly, while 

those who are older need the support, affection,                      

creativity and dynamism of the young. 
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Great social challenges and peace processes                         

necessarily call for dialogue between the keepers of 

memory – the elderly – and those who move history 

forward – the young. Each must be willing to make 

room for others and not to insist on monopolizing the 

entire scene by pursuing their own immediate                  

interests, as if there were no past and future. The 

global crisis we are experiencing makes it clear that 

encounter and dialogue between generations should 

be the driving force behind a healthy politics, that is 

not content to manage the present “with piecemeal 

solutions or quick fixes”, [6] but views itself as an                 

outstanding form of love for others, in the search for 

shared and sustainable projects for the future.   

 If, amid difficulties, we can practice this kind of 

intergenerational dialogue, “we can be firmly rooted 

in the present, and from here, revisit the past and look 

to the future. To revisit the past in order to learn from 

history and heal old wounds that at times still trouble 

us. To look to the future in order to nourish our                       

enthusiasm, cause dreams to emerge, awaken     

prophecies and enable hope to blossom. Together, we 

can learn from one another”. For without roots, how 

can trees grow and bear fruit? 

 We need only think of care for our common 

home. The environment, in fact, “is on loan to each 

generation, which must then hand it on to the 

next”. We ought to esteem and encourage all those 

young people who work for a more just world, one 

that is careful to safeguard the creation entrusted to 

our stewardship. They go about this with restlessness, 

enthusiasm and most of all a sense of responsibility 

before the urgent change of direction required by the 

challenges emerging from the present ethical and 

socio-environmental crisis.  

 On the other hand, the opportunity to build 

paths of peace together cannot ignore education and 

labor, which are privileged settings and contexts for 

intergenerational dialogue. Education provides the 

grammar for dialogue between generations, and in 

the experience of labor men and women of different 

generations find themselves able to cooperate and to 

share expertise, experiences and skills in view of the 

common good. 

 

Teaching and education as drivers of peace 

 In recent years, there has been a significant 

reduction worldwide in funding for education and 

training; these have been seen more as expenditures 

than investments. Yet they are the primary means of 

promoting integral human development; they make 

individuals more free and responsible, and they are 

essential for the defense and promotion of peace. In a 

word, teaching and education are the foundations of 

a cohesive civil society capable of generating hope, 

prosperity and progress. 

Military expenditures, on the other hand, have                         

increased beyond the levels at the end of the Cold 

War and they seem certain to grow exorbitantly.  

 It is high time, then, that governments develop 

economic policies aimed at inverting the proportion 

of public funds spent on education and on weaponry. 

The pursuit of a genuine process of international             

disarmament can only prove beneficial for the                  

development of peoples and nations, freeing up                 

financial resources better used for health care, 

schools, infrastructure, care of the land and so forth. 

It is my hope that investment in education will also be 

accompanied by greater efforts to promote the                 

culture of care, which, in the face of social divisions 

and unresponsive institutions, could become a                  

common language working to break down barriers 

and build bridges. “A country flourishes when                       

constructive dialogue occurs between its many rich 

cultural components: popular culture, university                 

culture, youth culture, artistic culture, technological 

culture, economic culture, family culture and media 

culture”.  It is essential, then, to forge a new cultural 

paradigm through “a global pact on education for and 

with future generations, one that commits families, 

communities, schools, universities, institutions,                   

religions, governments and the entire human family 

to the training of mature men and women”.  A                    

compact that can promote education in integral     

ecology, according to a cultural model of peace,                  

development and sustainability centered on fraternity 

and the covenant between human beings and the 

environment.  By investing in the education and        

training of younger generations, we can help them – 

through a focused program of formation – to take 

their rightful place in the labor market.  

 

Creating and ensuring labor builds peace 

 Labor is an indispensable factor in building 

and keeping peace. It is an expression of ourselves 

and our gifts, but also of our commitment, self-

investment and cooperation with others, since we  

always work with or for someone. Seen in this clearly 

social perspective, the workplace enables us to learn 

to make our contribution towards a more habitable 

and beautiful world. 
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FOR THE CELEBRATION OF THE, 55TH WORLD DAY OF PEACE  

 The Covid-19 pandemic has negatively affected 

the labor market, which was already facing multiple 

challenges. Millions of economic and productive             

activities have failed; short-term workers are                               

increasingly vulnerable; many of those who provide 

essential services have an even lower public and             

political profile; and in many cases, distance teaching 

has led to a deficit in learning and delays in                                

completing programmes of study. Furthermore, 

young people entering the job market and recently 

unemployed adults presently face bleak prospects. 

 In a particular way, the impact of the crisis on 

the informal economy, which often involves migrant 

workers, has been devastating. Many of the latter are 

not even recognized by national legislation; it is as 

though they did not exist. They and their families live 

in highly precarious conditions, prey to various forms 

of slavery and with no system of welfare to protect 

them. Currently only one third of the world’s                          

population of working age enjoys a system of social 

protection, or benefit from it only in limited ways.            

Violence and organized crime are on the increase in 

many countries, impinging on people’s freedom and 

dignity, poisoning the economy and hampering the 

development of the common good. The only answer 

to this is an expansion of dignified employment                 

opportunities. 

 Labor, in fact, is the foundation on which to 

build justice and solidarity in every community. For 

this reason, our aim should not be “that technological 

progress increasingly replace human work, for this 

would be detrimental to humanity. Work is a                         

necessity, part of the meaning of life on this earth, a 

path to growth, human development and personal 

fulfilment”.  We need to combine our ideas and efforts 

in order to create the solutions and conditions that 

can provide everyone of working age with the                        

opportunity, through their work, to contribute to the 

lives of their families and of society as a whole. 

 It is more urgent than ever to promote, 

throughout our world, decent and dignified working 

conditions, oriented to the common good and to the 

safeguarding of creation. The freedom of                                    

entrepreneurial initiatives needs to be ensured and 

supported; at the same time, efforts must be made to 

encourage a renewed sense of social responsibility, so 

that profit will not be the sole guiding criterion. 

In light of this, there is a need to promote, welcome 

and support initiatives that, on all levels, urge                       

companies to respect the fundamental human rights 

of workers, raising awareness not only on the part of 

institutions, but also among consumers, civil society 

and entrepreneurial entities. As the latter become 

more and more conscious of their role in society, the 

more they will become places where human dignity is 

respected. In this way, they will contribute to building 

peace. Here, politics is called to play an active role by 

promoting a fair balance between economic freedom 

and social justice. All who work in this field, starting 

with Catholic workers and entrepreneurs, can find 

sure guidelines in the Church’s social doctrine. 

Dear brothers and sisters, as we seek to combine our 

efforts in order to emerge from the pandemic, I renew 

my thanks to all those who continue to work with 

generosity and responsibility in the areas of                               

education, safety and protection of rights, in                           

supplying medical care, in facilitating meetings                   

between family members and the sick, and in                   

providing economic support to the needy and those 

who have lost their jobs. I continue to remember the 

victims and their families in my prayers. 

 To government leaders and to all those 

charged with political and social responsibilities, to 

priests and pastoral workers, and to all men and  

women of good will, I make this appeal: let us walk 

together with courage and creativity on the path of 

intergenerational dialogue, education, and work. May 

more and more men and women strive daily, with 

quiet humility and courage, to be artisans of peace. 

And may they be ever inspired and accompanied by 

the blessings of the God of peace! 

 

From the Vatican, 8 December 2021 

FRANCISCUS 



PRAYER AND WORSHIP | 

MASS INTENTIONS | READINGS | MINISTER SCHEDULE 
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Monday 1 Jn 3:22—4:6 | Ps 2:7 | Mt 4:12-17,23-25 

Tuesday 1 Cor 13:4-13 | Ps 128:1-5 | Lk 10:38-42 

Wednesday 

1 Cor 9:16-19,22-23 | Ps 72:1-2, 10, 12-13 | 

Jn 10:11-16 |  

Thursday 

1 Jn 4:19-5:4 | Ps 72: 1-2,14-17 |                   

Lk 4:14-22 

Friday 

1 Jn 5:5-13 | Ps 147:12-15, 19-20 |  

Lk 5:12-16 

Saturday 1 Jn 5:14-21 | Ps 149:1-6,9 | Jn 3:22-30 

Sunday 

Is 42:1-4,6-7 | Ps 29:1-4,9-10 |                            

Acts 10:34-38 | Lk 3:15-16, 21-22 

READINGS FOR THE WEEK 

Altar Servers 

Saturday, January 8th  

4:30 pm 

Jake Kurzweg 

Sunday, January 9th 

7:30 am 

Father 

9:00 am 

Deacon Pierce & Parker Staab 

10:30 am 

Joseph Mascharka 

Lectors 

Saturday, January 8th 

4:30 pm 

John Knauer 

Sunday, January 9th 

7:30 am 

Pat Mastrian 

9:00 am 

Norman Stark 

10:30 am 

James Gehrlein 

Ministers of Holy Communion 

Saturday, January 8th 

4:30 pm 

P. McGuinness, K. Polito, T. Snyder, 2 needed 

Sunday, January 9th 

7:30 am 

J. Lauer, P. Mastrian, T. Schultz 

9:00 am 

D. Geiger, B. Hauck, L. Hebner, M. Horstman, R. 

Jaworowicz 

10:30 am 

C. Hammon, C. Kempinski, K. Kern,                                 

J. McQuillen, A. Miller 

MINISTRY SCHEDULE 

The Church sanctuary lamp is 

lit this week in loving Memory 

of… 

 

Deceased Members of the 

Skobodzinski & Erickson 

Families 

 

From: 

Walter & Donna Skobodzinski 

 

 

The Chapel sanctuary lamp is 

lit this week in loving Memory 

of… 

 

Gary Taccone 

 

From: 

Gerhard & Sally Schuster 

Monday, January 3rd | Holy Name of Jesus 

Tuesday, January 4th | St. Elizabeth  

                                                                Ann Seton 

6:30 pm Dorothy Arnold (Claudia Schneider) 

Wednesday, January 5th | St. John 

                                                                 Neumann 

8:00 am Richard Blasco (Family) 

2:00 pm  

Thursday, January 6th | St. Andre Bessette 

8:00 am Betty Davis (Britton Family) 

Friday, January 7th | St. Raymond  

                                                               of Penafort 

8:00 am Anniv. Millie Lord (Family) 

Saturday, January 8th |  

4:30 pm Living Members of St. Jude the Apostle 

Sunday, January 9th | Baptism of the Lord                                                                  

7:30 am Richard Gardner (Family) 

9:00 am Joan Rutkowski (Diane Esser & Family) 

10:30 am Donald O’Hara (Annie Bool) 

SANCTUARY LAMP 
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Have faith in your future. 

 

Principal:  Mrs. Holly Morphy 

HMorphy@eriecatholic.org 

 

606 Lowell Avenue 

814-838-7676 

www.eriecatholic.org/stjude 

Become A Raider Today! 

Are you or someone you know interested in becoming a Raider.  Please 

contact Christina Voorhis for more information at 814-838-7676. 

Weekend Presider 

Schedule for  1/8  &  1/9      

4:30 p.m. …………..Fr. John J. Detisch 

7:30 a.m. ……..…………….....Fr. Anthony 

9:00 a.m. …………………...…Fr. Anthony 

10:30 a.m. …….Fr. T. Shane Mathew 

PRESIDER SCHEDULE 

Prayer Line 

Need a Prayer? : 

Marie Gieza—-474-1919 

Nancy Young—838-4469 

 

 

Due to early publication                  

deadlines our offertory                          

collections will be listed in the 

upcoming bulletin. 

 

Thank you for your continued 

support. 

Received From... In Memory / Honor of... 

Mrs. Marjorie Clark Jeanne & Jim Rectenwald, Susan Wilson, and 

the Keller & Foran Families 

Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Huya 

Daniel & Mary Litz, Danny Litz, Uncle Mike,              

Louis & Jennie Huya, Bill Metzger, and                                

Sister Ann Louis 

Ms. Kathryn Ishler The Ishler & Welsch Families 

Mr. & Mrs. Larry Ishler 

Deceased members of the Welsch & Ishler 

Families 

Ms. Elise Kaveney  

Mr. & Mrs. Charles Keil 

Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Fuhrman, Mr. Harold Keil,              

Mr. & Mrs. Lewis Bosworth,                                                 

Mr. & Mrs. Ed Fuhrman, and                                               

Mr. & Mrs. Edward A. Keil 

Mr. & Mrs.                                 

Thomas Langer Jr. 

 

Mr. & Mrs. G. Michael                   

McDonald III 

 

Mr. & Mrs.                                    

Thomas Moyak 

Russell Rockrohr, Dan Meanor, Johnny Moyak, 

and Erica Jones 

Dr. & Mrs. Philip Susann Susann, Buffaline & Drye Families 

Additional Flower Memorials 
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Family 
Owned and
Operated

ELECTRIC & CONSTRUCTION INC.ELECTRIC & CONSTRUCTION INC.
➠ Experts at Rewiring
➠ Fire Restoration
➠ Fuse Boxes Updated
➠ Licensed and Insured
➠ 24-Hour Emergency Service

455-6750 | 459-3394
Emergency / Cell 572-9308

FREE ESTIMATES
NO JOB TOO SMALL

1711 Chestnut • Erie

PA-020633

YOUR BEST DEAL is in GIRARD
 SALES • SERVICE • BODY SHOP Your Outdoor living specialist!

Dahlkemper
 Landscape
Architects &
 Contractors
 814-825-3253
 1650 Norcross Road
  Pennsylvania Contractor #198

Open 7 
Days a Week 

11a-2a

Serving Lunch 
& Dinner

Colony Pub & Grille
2670 WEST 8TH STREET

Check our website for catering & additional information

 www.thecolonypubandgrille.com

Contact Tim Weir to place an ad today! 
tweir@4LPi.com or (800) 477-4574 x6568
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1620 W 8th St • Erie
814-456-6211 • www.allburnflorist.com

AUTO SERVICE, INC.
RUSCITTI RUSCITTI && DECKER DECKERRUSCITTI & DECKER

 PA Inspection 
 Emission Certified
 Computer Diagnostics 
 Total Car Repair

530 Kelso Drive • Erie 16505
814.833.2032

Geiger & Sons
CEMETERY MEMORIALS • GRANITE KITCHEN COUNTERTOPS

814-838-3588
2976 West Lake Rd. Across from Trinity Cemetery

Jim
Lyons
Financial Advisor
CFP®, AAMS®

2316 W. 8th St., Erie, PA
459-8657

www.edwardjones.com

Mark F.V. Kloecker, Supervisor
Adrienne Kloecker, F.D.

Francis V. Kloecker III, F.D., Parishioner
814-454-0156 | kloeckerfuneralhome.com

AFS TAX SERVICES
WALTER D. FEDEROWICZ

Peninsula Village
2308 W. 8th St., Erie, PA 16505

O: 814-453-4981 | F: 1-888-873-8456
coachfed@outlook.com

Over 35 Years of Tax 
Preparation Experience

Payroll Services Available

John F. Mizner
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
311 West Sixth Street, Erie, PA 16507

814.454.3889
jfm@miznerfirm.com|www.miznerfirm.com

Admitted in Pennsylvania and New York

www.tjsplumbing.com PA# 104809

Any Problem

Any Time

Anywhere

(814) 836-0001

 CATARACT &
LASER CENTER

ZIMM

Accepting New Patients

Specializing in Cataract Surgery 
& Laser Vision Correction Surgery

 LASIK Vision Correction
 Laser-Assisted Cataract &
 Lens Implant Surgery
 Complete Eye Exams
 Trifocal Lens Implants
300 State Street, Suite 200, Erie

814.453.4575 • www.drzimm.com

E. Matthew Zimm, D.O.
Board-Certified

Eye Physician & Surgeon

Jessica M. Goller, O.D.

scarnati
insurance services

• MEDICARE ADVANTAGE
 PLANS & SUPPLEMENTS

John Scarnati - Independent Agent
2800 W. 21st Street, Erie PA 16506

814.835.2404       jscarnati@aol.com

• LIFE 
• ANNUITIES

• West Erie Plaza
• Harborcreek
• Fairview
• Summit

 814-456-6000  www.hertelandbrown.com

Treating Every Body     Like Family

1595 West 38th Street | 864-4864 | www.bruggerfuneralhomes.com

Affordable Funeral Services • Pre-Planning
On-Site Cremation Tribute Center

PARTNERS 
GARETT J., AUSTIN J., CARL R., & LEO J. BRUGGER III

3161 West 32nd St., Erie | 814-838-2363

EST. 1985pow
er eq

uipmentgarden & floral

property maintenance 

LET US PLACE YOUR AD HERE.


